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"Education is not preparation for life;
education is life itself." 

John Dewey
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Project Day

A time when our schools hustle and
bustle with unique ideas and
innovative projects. Rather than
focusing on memory of the learner,
project-based learning focuses on the
development of vital skills like
creativity, critical thinking, confidence
and collaboration to name a few.

Mukt-Milanam

The most exciting time of the year when the entire
Muktangan family comes together to celebrate learning,
innovation and experience! Relationship building forms the
basis of everything that we do and here in Muktangan, we
believe in the magic of collaboration. The most wonderful
feeling that these events ignite within each one of us is ‘a
sense of belonging’. And where there is belonging, there is
greater inclusion and joy!

The paths may have diverged but the
bond still remains strong. And what
could be better than having our
shining stars from batches 2013, 2014,
2016 and 2017 join us for our very first
alumni meet “Mukt Milanam” The
event was also graced by our
Managing Trustee Mr. Sunil Mehta
and Co-CEO Mr. K.R.Satose along with
members of the management,
teachers and faculty. 
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Rather than being complacent
spectators, our children believe in
proactively driving change within their
own communities and the Mukt-Minds
Community Research Project is one
such guided platform where our
children share their findings. The
projects this year factored in many
emergent issues like mental health,
online learning, environmental
sustainability, health and wellbeing.

Teacher Certification Day

A teacher is one who drives passion
within the learner to think outside the
box. Our Preservice Teacher Education
Program transforms local community
members into capable learning
facilitators. During our Teacher
Certification Programme, we
witnessed an empowered batch of
trainees with a mission to enhance the
quality of education. 

Mukt-MindsDonor Engagement Initiatives
A colourful class is a stimulating class. When we say that
learning should be a joyful experience for children, the
colours we use also helps in creating a positive
environment. We would like to thank our heartfelt
gratitude to Credit Suisse team for enlivening our
classrooms with creative artwork and paintings. 

Meet our rockstars who enthralled everyone with
amazing performances during the Annual Day event.
A little bit of motivation, love and care goes a long
way in nurturing an environment where everyone can
‘Learn and Grow Together.’

Annual Day



Sharing of knowledge, skills, resources and the intention for global good is helping us collectively
achieve the sustainable development goals. Given how important early childhood education is for
the overall health of the entire system, it’s imperative that we all keep reimagining quality early
childhood practices for our children. We are so pleased to share with you that Ms. Gauravi Jadhav,
Leader Early Childhood Development presented a paper titled ‘Parents and Teachers as Equal
Partners for Quality Education Pre and Post Pandemic’ co-authored with Ms.Jumana Rampurawala,
Chief Programme Officer and Ms. Shreya Sawant and Ms. Zainab Bhinderwala presented a paper
titled ‘Sustainable Continuous Professional Development-Pre and Post Pandemic’ at the Association
for Early Childhood Education and Development (AECED) World Conference 2022. 

Teacher Professional Development
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International Yoga Day

World Music Day

Just like teachers work towards creating a
meaningful learning environment for children, even
they require the same kind of mental stimulation.
Our ongoing teacher professional development
sessions aim at addressing the specific needs of
teachers through workshops, peer learning, field
visits and discussions. These reflective processes
and forums help teachers and educators stayed
motivated and enhance their productivity.


